L.C.A. Domiki Ltd

The very origin of L.C.A. DOMIKI Ltd bares evidence to a dynamic organisation. In 2000, N.P.
Lanitis Ltd, JSC Ecodomiki Ltd and Evangelos Aristophanous Ltd, three powerful companies
with long histories in the steel trading industry, joined forces to create a new common vision of
growth and progress.

Today, DOMIKI is an ambitious, dynamic and constantly developing company in the steel
trading industry in Cyprus serveing thousands of customers and consistently delivering
unparalleled quality, excellent support and efficient service.
-

DOMIKI can offer its customers a complete package of products and services of superior quality
and respond to the full range of requirements in the industry for concrete reinforcing products.
The three main categories of products include steel reinforcing bars, wire mesh and cut and
bend products.
With regards to steel for concrete reinforcement, the company sources only top quality steel
which is in conformity with the strictest of international specifications, including the new
requirements for earthquake-resistant constructions.
The company's wide range of wire mesh products are marketed under the brand name
DOMIKINET, and produced at DOMIKI's own contemporary industrial facilities in Lemesos.

Finally, in line with the company's strategy of offering a complete range of products and
services to customers, a steel processing centre was created for cutting and bending steel
reinforcement to suit any customer construction designs.
Using state-of-the-art machinery and under the supervision of experienced staff, the company
ensures a complete and accurate application of strict international specifications.
DOMIKI enjoys the continuous respect of its customers and the thousands of projects
completed in Cyprus using its products (domestic and commercial), certify this extensive
recognition. The company's investments in technology and the professional organisation of its
operations guarantee that it can satisfy the ever increasing needs of its customers and exceed
their highest expectations.
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